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Get the all-new Movavi Video Suite

A slicker and simpler design, smarter AI, faster video cutting, and new overlay effect modes – all you need to drop more jaws with your videos 
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Movavi Video Editor
Your simple yet powerful editor for creating wow videos


	Intuitive tools for quick and easy video editing
	AI: background removal, motion tracking, noise removal
	Drag-and-drop filters, titles, transitions, overlays



Download for Free
Buy Now

Buy Now
Buy NowMac version






Why choose Movavi
We’re the #1 choice for millions of people from all around the world. Join our thriving community and create stunning content with incredible ease.
70M+
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Making videos is now your strong suit 
Create video content you’ve always wanted! Enjoy these infinite opportunities to capture everyone’s attention. 
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Find the right tool for your every need 
	Cut


	Crop


	Trim


	Rotate


	Resize


	Reverse


	Stabilization


	Adjust colors 


	Overlay titles


	Add filters and transitions


	Use LUTs and overlays 


	Insert ready-made intros


	Apply chroma key


	Improve sound quality 


	Make travel videos


	Save family memories 


	Level up your vlog 


	Wow your viewers 


	Get tons of likes 


	Earn more followers 


	Create videos they’ll love 



Download for FreeMac version
Buy NowMac version




Edit videos like it’s no biggie
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Upload from any device

Add videos in a couple of clicks. 
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Start working your magic 

Edit your video footage and transform it into jaw-dropping content. 
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Hit the spotlight 

Save and upload your video to social networks right from our app. 





Get It Now
Buy Now




Try more Movavi programs
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Movavi Video Editor

	Boost your videos with rad transitions, titles, and intros
	Power up with AI: denoise sound and swap out backgrounds
	Have a blast with 180+ filters: Glitch, Blur, VHS, and more
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Movavi Photo Editor

	Intuitive tools for quick and easy photo editing
	AI: retouching, background swap, object removal, and more
	Atmospheric effects, color correction presets, and caption settings
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Movavi Video Converter

	Lightning-fast file conversion
	Powerful video compression
	AI video upscaling: up to 8X
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Movavi Screen Recorder

	Full-screen or custom area recording
	Webcam capture and drawing on recordings in real time
	Highlighting mouse cursor and keystrokes
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Movavi Video Suite

	Intuitive tools for quick and easy video editing
	AI: background removal, motion tracking, and more
	Lightning-fast file conversion and handy screen recording
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Movavi Unlimited

	Intuitive tools for quick and easy video editing
	Handy file conversion, screen recording, photo editing
	Powerful AI features and thousands of creative effects







Tips and tricks to skyrocket your skills
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Get a new video editor with lots of extra oomph

The latest version will take your content-making skills to new heights.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Make your first YouTube videos amazing

Revolutionize your approach to editing for success on YouTube.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Keep your viewers engaged

Apply these easy editing techniques to amp up your videos.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Create crisp sound for your videos

Get viewers doubly engaged – with what they’re seeing and what they’re hearing.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Level up your videos with 5 creative transitions

Apply movie-like magic to amp up your edits.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Shoot quality videos with your phone

Unleash the full potential of your smartphone with these game-changing tips.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Optimize your videos for social media

Make sure your content shines on any platform.


Download for Free
Buy Now
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Experiment with text animation 

Elevate your storytelling and captivate your audience with dynamic text effects. 


Download for Free
Buy Now












How about some creative inspo?
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GO WILD WITH COOL MASKS

Experiment with additional moving graphics in your videos. Just click, and the AI motion tracking tool will quickly attach any photos, videos, emojis, or memes to objects in your footage.
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SHINE A LIGHT ON YOUR HOBBIES

Short videos with seamless cuts keep rocking the socials. Use the Blade tool to create these kinds of clips with frame-precise cuts in just a few steps.
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LIGHT UP THE SKY

Drop rad overlays that’ll take your videos to the next level. Try out the different blending modes and pick the one that best fits your clip.
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IMPROVE YOUR VISUALS

Apply dynamic transitions and cool stickers to amp up your visual storytelling. Simply drag and drop the elements where you want them.












	How to overlay a picture on a video


	How to compress MP4 files


	How to add subtitles to an MP4 video


	How to change video background


	How to voice-over a video


	How to change the aspect ratio



Get More Ideas
Get More Ideas



Explore the abyss of creative content 

	Overlays
	Titles 
	LUTs 
	Music 
	Transitions
	Stickers
	Intros and outros
	Backgrounds
	Frames



















Make a splash on social media 
Imagine what you can create with these video effects and get ready for an avalanche of likes. Don’t wait, explore your creativity.



Make a Splash Now
Make a Splash Now



Movavi Video Editor 2024
Movavi Video Editor

Languages


Size
100,0 MB

Version
24.3.0



Buy Now
Buy Now





What's new?Supported formats and devices


Operating system
Microsoft® Windows® 7/8/10/11 64-bit with up-to-date patches and service packs installed
Visit Movavi Store for older versions


Processor
Intel®, AMD®, or compatible dual-core processor, 1.5 GHz


Graphics card
Intel® HD Graphics 2000, NVIDIA® GeForce® series 8 and 8M, Quadro FX 4800, Quadro FX 5600, AMD Radeon™ R600, Mobility Radeon™ HD 4330, Mobility FirePro™ series, Radeon™ R5 M230 or higher graphics card with up-to-date drivers


Display
1280 × 768 screen resolution, 32-bit color


RAM
2 GB


 Show all 

*The free version of Movavi Video Editor may have the following restrictions depending on the build: watermark on exported clips, 60-second video or 1/2 audio length limit, and/or some advanced features unavailable when exporting videos.
 Learn more




See what our users have to say 

We read all your feedback about the app! Here are some examples. 
[image: ]Johnny Greenvideo enthusiast


The program is great! and your support is amazing! I experienced a bug on the steam version on with I was not able to merge subtitles with the video, but I contacted the support and you guys sent me a licence key for the website version of the program! This versions works flawless!! this is one of the best video software that I've ever used! thanks for the great product and the amazing support! keep the great work! 


[image: ]Lisa Malenkaccountant


Nice product. I did not think it would help me because initially, it did not do what I thought it would (to transfer a video into a .jpg with individual pictures. But today, I needed to incorporate a DVD into a video and it worked perfectly. 


[image: ]Patricia Battondesigner


Excellent program and does just what I need in the way of converting the mts files I am using to the Quicktime format I need for the finished product. Also the editing tools are simple and intuitive for helping me pick out the scenes and getting them ready for converting. 


[image: ]M. B. Jyrwastudent


It is very helpful it has helped reduce my space in my PC. Thank u and i recommend every one to use this video converter 


[image: ]Robert Perrypensioner


Great, simple and so easy to use. Keep developing. 


[image: ]Hanifa Reedhousewife


awsome application and software really like it so much thank you guys 


[image: ]Andrea Urbachphysician


The fastest and most intelligent software, a life saver. 







Frequently asked questions 

How can I safely edit videos for free?



There are many free video editors on the internet. However, completely free third-party software may contain viruses that try to steal your personal data.


That's why we created Movavi Video Editor – for you to edit videos with 100% safety. It's easy, powerful, and totally secure. What’s more, you can edit videos for free during the 7-day trial period using the full functionality of the program. If you like Movavi Video Editor, you can purchase lifetime or yearly access to the program and have fun with it whenever you want.




Which is the best video editor for beginners?



We work hard to make our software as easy and intuitive as possible. Sometimes we even test it on our grandparents! Thus, we can definitely say that Movavi Video Editor is one of the best video editors for beginners.

Even if you’ve never tried to edit videos before, you’ll master the Movavi editor in less than 20 minutes – thanks to the easy-to-follow interface, handy tooltips, and our Support Team who is always ready to help you out and facilitate your creativity. 




How can I download a video editor for free?



If you need a video editor with a free download option, Movavi Video Editor is a very solid choice. It’s a free video editor to download and try out, though you’ll need to buy the full version after 7 days. The app has awesome intro presets, tons of eye-catching effects and transitions, and an intuitive interface that lets you focus on creating instead of reading complex manuals.
Try it if you want an easy video editor to download and use right away.

Download Movavi Video Editor
Download Movavi Video Editor for Mac




How to add transitions in a video editor?



If you’re working with professional video-editing software, adding even the simplest video transition may take you hours of pressing wrong buttons and digging for advice. Certainly not a pleasant experience. 

With Movavi Video Editor, adding a transition takes about 3 seconds – you just drag and drop the transition you want between the clips. Yes, it really is that simple. To learn more about different types of transitions, follow the link below: 

How to choose transitions for your video 




Which is the best iMovie alternative for Windows?



If you’ve read the answers above, you might be able to guess which software we are going to recommend here. But all joking aside, Movavi Video Editor is a great alternative to iMovie in terms of functionality and ease of use. Just try it and you’ll see what we’re talking about. 

To learn more about iMovie equivalents for Windows, read the article below: 

iMovie Alternatives for Windows 
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AI motion tracking

Highlight what’s important or add titles that follow a moving object in your videos with our smart motion-tracking tool.
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AI background removal

Discard any scene you don’t want and drop in a vibrant new setting with our chroma key-like video background change feature – it works even without green screens.
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Slow motion

Reveal every detail in your next cinematic masterpiece and let the mood really sink in with this built-in slow motion editor.
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Unlock the AI magic

Use our super-duper motion tracking tool to highlight the important stuff in your videos. Remove traffic, wind, and other intrusive sounds with our easy-to-use audio denoiser. Instantly swap out backgrounds in your camera footage – drop in a vibrant new scene and get ready for massive amounts of likes on TikTok! You can try all this and more for free!



[image: ]
Edit like a wizard

Tell your video story the way you want it told – all the tools you need are at your fingertips! Play around with our intuitive Timeline, frame-by-frame preview, and drag-and-drop items. Trim, reverse, or flip your visuals for stunning effect. Merge, resize, or crop for some extra oomph. Go ahead and see for yourself!



[image: ]
Add dazzling effects

Give your creations a really outstanding look – discover thousands of cool, easy-to-add effects! Elevate your video footage with on-trend LUTs, colorful overlays, snappy titles, and breathtaking transitions. Set the perfect mood with trouble-free color correction. Try it now for free, and you’ll be amazed at how easy it is!





Movavi Video Editor

Сreate awesome videos easily
Buy Now
Buy Now

Download for Free
Buy Now


*The free version of Movavi Video Editor may have the following restrictions depending on the build: watermark on exported clips, 60-second video or 1/2 audio length limit, and/or some advanced features unavailable when exporting videos. Learn more.
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News 
[image: Win more hearts with Movavi Video Editor 2024]Win more hearts with Movavi Video Editor 2024
A slicker and simpler design, smarter AI, faster video cutting, and new overlay effect modes – all you need to drop more jaws with your videos.

Read More



[image: Create any videos faster with Movavi Video Suite 2024]Create any videos faster with Movavi Video Suite 2024
Make every video project a breeze with the new Video Suite. Enjoy enhanced video-editing tools, improved AI, new effects, super fast file conversion, and a handy screen recorder.

Read More



[image: Get infinite creative power with Movavi Unlimited 2024]Get infinite creative power with Movavi Unlimited 2024
Easily make striking videos and photos with the new AI tools, convert media files in a flash, record engaging screencasts, amp up your content with thousands of exclusive effects.

Read More



[image: Our video editor is officially one of the best in 2023!]Our video editor is officially one of the best in 2023!
Movavi Video Editor is on the 2023 Capterra Shortlist! If you haven’t tried our video-editing software yet, try it now and see why it’s one of the best.

Learn more






   

   

Android Authority
Movavi’s Video Editor is a powerful desktop video editor that offers both manual and automatic creation modes. You can edit to your heart’s content or craft a carefully themed video in as little as five steps.


Read More

   

   

Fixthephoto
The video-editing program has a rather impressive set of tools for a wide variety of purposes in its arsenal [...] You get all the video editing essentials, plus [...] Beat Detection, Noise Removal, Quick Video Creation, which turn video-making into an easy process. No software in this price range can beat the offer with a better toolkit.


Read More

   

   

Windows Report
If you're looking for a powerful but simple video editor, you should definitely consider Movavi Video Editor.


Read More

   

   

Macworld
Movavi have always sought to make the ability to access, edit and distribute media as easy as possible. Their powerful software with a friendly, easy-to-use interface gives anyone the chance to interact with audio and video on a professional level.


Read More

   

   

Digital Trends
When it comes to content management at this scale, Movavi appeals to both the content producer and content organizer, to the editing pro and, even more important, the editing novice.


Read More

   

   

MUO
Movavi sits in the sweet spot between price and functionality. It combines a broad set of tools with an easy-to-use interface and has the benefit of being both a quick capture tool and a fully-featured editor.


Read More

   

   

TechRadar
Ultimately, Movavi Video Converter is an ‘omnivorous’ video file conversion application that has resolved the file incompatibility issues of 97% of users that have purchased the software.


Read More





Join for how-to guides, speсial offers, and app tips!
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1.5М+ users already subscribed to our newsletter

 Email 

Sign Up
By signing up, I agree to receive marketing emails from Movavi and agree to Movavi's Privacy Policy.
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